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The United States Constitution scholar Laurence Tribe put forwarded in 
his book, "the invisible constitution" : in addition to a visible constitution, the 
United States also has a "invisible constitution". Many of the problems of the 
United States Constitution in the present, including its meaning and the debate, 
are often difficult to be explained from the constitutional text, it is this 
"invisible constitution", to tell people what kind of text should be admitted to 
the visible United States Constitution , or give the kind of text much the 
effectiveness . "Invisible constitution" theory aims to study the construction of 
various ways of the constitution of the United States as the basic document, its 
meaning is far beyond the constitutional text can represent in the content. .The 
constitutional concept is "has an important role for the development of 
constitutional theory and constitutional law in china. If people want to give any 
country's constitution by the significance and effect, they face a core task is to 
find the "invisible" part, here refers to those who cannot be understood by the 
text itself, but also the basic content in the meaning of the constitution. 
In the United States which is the world's written constitution model, debate 
on "unwritten constitution" has become a hot problem of constitutional 
jurisprudence. How to understand the constitution, and we should how to 
determine the true constitution? Constitutional scholars gave various 
suggestions, looking for some way to understanding constitution, and make up 
for the disadvantages of constitutional change. For example, the human rights 
issues list of Constitution, as well as the Grand Justices distorts the political 
debate, hinder social reform issues etc.. Based on the understanding of the 
primary theory of constitution, can determine this belief: the Constitution itself 
provides a vital authorization, the ability to limit excessive government 















series of researching, writing and thinking of the constitution. 
In this paper, the architecture reference "invisible constitution" a few 
thoughts theory, and then reorganized related  academic research in America 
to give invisible constitution "theory a shallow reading, so as to explain its 
theoretical basis, and how to find and confirm the invisible constitution. From 
the Tribe's series thought of constitutional system to discover the value of this 
unique "invisible constitution" theory and its existence. 
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第一章  却伯的“看不见宪法”思想的语境 
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后担任了加州 高法院 Tobriner 大法官与联邦 高法院斯图尔特大法官的
助理。1968 年，却伯重返哈佛法学院并担任助理教授，开始了他的教学生
涯，仅仅一年之后，他就在法学院获得了终身教职。35 岁那年，他被《时
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